
Professions
[ ] Actor / Actress:
adds a +1 bonus to Acting rolls

[ ] Athlete:
adds a +1 bonus to Athletic rolls

[ ] Bibliothecary:
adds a +1 bonus to Academia rolls

[ ] Burglar:
adds a +1 bonus to Stealth rolls

[ ] Craftsman:
adds a +1 bonus to Craftsmanship rolls

[ ] Doctor:
adds a +1 bonus to Medicine rolls

[ ] Gangster:
adds a +1 bonus to Underworld rolls

[ ] Mage:
adds a +1 bonus to Occult rolls

[ ] Police Officer:
adds a +1 bonus to Law & Order rolls

[ ] Privat Eye:
adds a +1 bonus to Investigation rolls

[ ] Psychotherapist:
adds a +1 bonus to Psychotherapy rolls

[ ] Ranger:
adds a +1 bonus to Nature rolls

[ ] Reporter:
adds a +1 bonus to Charme rolls

[ ] Representative of Faith:
adds a +1 bonus to Self-Control rolls

[ ] Scientist:
you do not get a malus when checking for a
scientific field you did not chose

[ ] Soldier:
adds a +1 bonus to Firearms rolls

[ ] Thug:
adds a +1 bonus to Brawl rolls

How to fold
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System, developed by Michael Goran as an
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kammerer (hannes.birnkammerer@gmail.com).
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Investigator File

Identity:
______________________________________

______________________________________

______________________________________

Skills
[ ] [  ]   [  ] Academia

[ ] [  ]   [  ] Acting

[ ] [  ]   [  ] Athletics

[ ] [  ]   [  ] Brawl

[ ] [  ]   [  ] Charme

[ ] [  ]   [  ] Craftsmanship

[ ] [  ]   [  ] Driving

[ ] [  ]   [  ] Firearms

[ ] [  ]   [  ] Investigation

[ ] [  ]   [  ] Law&Order

[ ] [  ]   [  ] Machinery

[ ] [  ]   [  ] Medicine

[ ] [  ]   [  ] Mythos

[ ] [  ]   [  ] Nature

[ ] [  ]   [  ] Occult

[ ] [  ]   [  ] Psychoanalysis

[ ] [  ]   [  ] Science:_____________________
[ ] [  ]   [  ] Self-Control

[ ] [  ]   [  ] Stealth

[ ] [  ]   [  ] Strength

[ ] [  ]   [  ] Toughness

[ ] [  ]   [  ] Underworldd

Health

Disadvantage:

______________________________________

Equipment:

______________________________________

______________________________________

Blunt Sharp Shot Sanity
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Old, cruel deities have awakened from theiraeon
old slumber and are threatening to destroy our
reality. They threaten to subdue humanity or
even to devour the whole world in their
boundless hunger. It is up to a few courageous
investigators to avert this danger and to look
behind the veil of myth, to reveal well-kept
secrets and to oppose the cultic servants of
these ancient gods.

You have an idea for an exciting horror setting,
but don't want to go through books that are more
complex than the Necronomicon? The rules of
some role-playing games seem like complex
incantations to you? You want to impersonate
simple people who compete against a threat of
cataclysmic proportions? Then Eldritch Mythos is
just the thing for you - all you need to play is this
little rule flyer, a few six-sided dice and you're
ready to go!

Investigators
The player characters in Eldritch Mythos are
called investigators. Learn how to create such a
character here:
■ Identity: Think of a name and a concept for
your character.
■ Skills: You have eight points to distribute
them among your abilities (except Mythos).
Check out the last section to learn more about
them.
■ Professions: You have two points to distribute
them among your professions. You can also
exchange one or both of them for additional skill
points. You can combine different professions -
think about a story about the life stages your
character has been through and how he or she
has acquired all these skills.
■ Disadvantage: You can invent a significant
problem for your investigator and get another
point for Skills or Professions. But then you have
to play it out.
■ Equipment: Your equipment reflects your
abilities. For example, if you have set a point on
Firearms, you have a pistol. Two, and it's a rifle.
The game master determines which equipment
you have at the beginning of the adventure.

Doing Things
Whenever your investigator wants to do
something that is not trivial and thus decisive for
the action, you throw one or more six-sided dice.
You take one die for each point in the
corresponding skill. Then you choose one of
them and check the result in this table:

1 - Bad Failure: You injure yourself or get into a
fight.

2 - Failure: That didn't work.

3 - No failure, but no success either: You
can turn this result into a "Barely succeeded",
but you have to reckon with serious
complications.

4 - Barely succeeded: You made it, but there's
a problem.

5 - Success: You made it. Congratulations!

6 - Good success: Congratulations! You were so
good that you can draw an additional
advantage from this action.

If your investigator doesn't have a point in the

required skill for the action, you can still try
one die, but you have to subtract 2 from your
result. Positive/negative circumstances
(e.g. equipment like a climbing rope or rain) can
affect the roll with +1 or -1 .

Combat
Combat works like any other action, with a few
special rules.

Initiative: The player characters always act
first, unless they have been surprised.
In combat you use the following dice table:

1 - Bad failure: You miss your target, and may
even hit a comrade or an uninvolved person.
Or your weapon breaks. Everything goes
wrong!

2 -Missed: You just missed.

3 - Almostmade it: You can turn this result into
a "Scratched", but you have to accept a
serious complication. If your target has cover,
you still only hit the cover.

4 - Scratched: Hit, but the whole thing has a
hook. If the target has cover, you only hit the
cover.

5 - Hit: Well done. Deal your weapon damage.

6 - Exeptional hit: You inflict a box of
additional damage. But you can also skip the
extra damage and get another advantage,
maybe hit an unarmored spot or defeat an
unimportant sidekick immediately.

Positive/negative circumstances (e.g.
cover or shooting at close range) can affect the
roll with +1 or -1 .

Damage: If your investigator is wounded (or
wounds an enemy), he/she causes or gets a box
of damage in the appropriate category "Blunt",
"Sharp", or "Shot". If the damage reaches
"Tough" on the damage scale, roll on
"Toughness" to see if your investigator can
endure the pain or is only allowed to act
defensively for a turn. When the damage
reaches "K.O.", your investigator or opponent
loses consciousness. If he/she suffers further
damage, he/she dies.

Horror and Sanity
Each investigator has another damage bar
labeled "Sanity," which represents the resistance
to the horrors he or she encounters. Whenever
something terrible happens, your investigator
must pass a self-control test or he/she will
receive a damage point. In Sanity, the rules for
"Tough" and "K.O." do not apply - once you have
checked all the boxes, your investigator loses
his/her mind.

Equipment
Weapons generally do one point of damage per
hit, rifles two. Armour transforms sharp damage
and shot damage into blunt damage.

Healing
Blunt damage heals one point after two days of
bed rest. Sharp damage and shot damage
require five days bed rest per point and a
successful medical test. Mental damage requires
three days bed rest per point and a successful
psychoanalysis test by another investigator.

Experience
At the end of an adventure you get one skill
point; the game master decides if you can
distribute it on Mythos.

Skills at a glance

■ Academia: You know academic life, are able
to research scientific texts and know how to use
libraries.
■ Acting: You are gifted in acting, you can
pretend and deceive others.
■ Athletics: You are sporty and good at
climbing, swimming and running.
■ Brawl: You are trained in fighting, wrestling or
using knives, axes and swords.
■ Charme: You are a charming person, can
twist others around your finger and always
manage to make a good deal.
■ Craftsmanship: You are good with tools. If
something breaks, you know how to repair it.
■ Driving: Operate all kinds of land vehicles.
■ Firearms: You can handle pistols and rifles.
■ Investigation: You have an eye for details
and sharp ears. You don't miss much.
■ Law & Order: You are familiar with the law,
and also with corresponding organizations and
instances. Maybe you even been a policeman
once.
■ Machinery: You are familiar with engines
and know how to deal with large and small
machines and how to repair them.
■ Medicine: You know how to treat wounds
and how to care for the sick.
■ Mythos: You know a lot about the Ancient
Ones.
■ Nature: You are at home in nature and know
your way around hunting and tracking.
■ Occult: You have looked behind the veil and
are well versed in mysticism, magic and rituals.
■ Psychoanalysis: You are familiar with
spiritual suffering and know how to heal it.
■ Science: Choose one of the fields of
knowledge in which your investigator is
particularly well versed.
■ Self-Control: You react calmly in the face of
horror, but also when others get on your nerves.
■ Stealth: You can move silently, steal and pick
locks.
■ Strength: You are a muscleman and know
how to use it.
■ Toughness: You are a tough dog and can
take punches and wounds better than others.
■ Underworld: You know the world of petty
thieves and criminals and how to get banned
substances.




